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reservoir shoreline: 
recognizing the rock 
we once waded to

winter drought— 
beneath a hillside pine 
tiny white mollusk shells

’
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silence seeping 
into my earmuffs 
dog owners shout

cornstalk stubble 
through new-fallen 
the winter birds cry

snow—

»
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beside the farmhouse
the idle tractor
draped in Christmas lights

the birthday card 
from my mother-in-law 
my name spelled wrong again
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moonlight 
melting into 
new-fallen snow

snow overnight 
closing schools 
the mother s “damn”
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three days snowbound— 
playing Scrabble 
I spell “cannibal”

from this angle 
the sky is 
all there is
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meticulous topiary— 
the gardeners 
untamed beard

in the parking lot 
St. Jude medal 
its owner lost
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robin
jay
walking

in the hollow
of the rotten tree stump
a wild vine takes root
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your breath 
against my neck— 
new spring haircut

oriental gift shop 
the owner follows us 
apologizing for the dust
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open pasture
the dandelions grown
to amazing size

mourning dove 
in tune
with the windchimes
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white dogwood blossoms 
appear to float— 
the ghost of a smile

:
following the kite’s string 
with our eyes— 
how small she is!
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after the downpour 
another shower 
beneath the maple

black-eyed Susans—
this time each year
the battered woman remembers
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sequence: his side of the bed

lovers spat 
in the treetops 
jays bicker

anxious for his homecoming 
so he’ll know 
were not speaking

the gaping emptiness: 
his side of the bed 
at 6 a.m.

awakening— 
his absence again 
and again
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t’ai chi in the schoolyard 
not hearing the dogs bark 
until closing posture

fiercely guarding 
pink lawn flamingos 
my neighbor s terrier
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beside the door 
where the dogs have lain: 
crushed mint

not stepping on it: 
patch of moonlight 
on the bedroom rug
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dark
even at noon
this overhung stream

the sales rep pauses 
to watch a bee— 
clover to clover to clover...

)
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outdoor stage
amid honeysuckle and birdsong 
Oedipus cries

through bulrushes 
the swan hisses 
into my lens
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scent of moss 
at the waters edge— 
the ebbing day

gathering dusk 
a few fishermen 
too unlucky to leave
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nature center 
a visitor stoops 
to weed the path

hummingbird garden
the little girl
flits round and round
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naked to the waist 
he folds sheets— 
all-night laundry

wavesound 
sailboats slip 
beyond the bridge
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carrying a child’s pail 
the pregnant woman 
walks the shoreline

wave sounds
the water-worn pebble
the color of blood
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shoreline 
awash in sunset 
sandpipers scatter

fighting up from sleep 
into the fans whirr— 
morning heat
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outside the freak show 
the ticket-taker 
reads Stephen King

i
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into the sudden stillness 
when the mower stops: 
jays cry

:
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rising above
ibis lirbl o( sparrows
sunflower

late summer heat 
ravens one by one 
to the flat-top roof
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. heatwave 
the dry rattle 
of the snakeskin
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shimmering asphalt— 
the caterpillars journey 
of a thousand steps
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summers end— 
on the late-planted tree 
pale new growth
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sway-back mare 
switches at flies 
October heat

the office building empties— 
wave after wave of crows 
in the fading light
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rainsound— 
watching the late news 
close-captioned

f
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after the harvest
grape pickers
sip Cabernet Sauvignon

■
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aged sensei’s bow 
even lower 
than my own

waiting for 
the doctors call 
shadows lengthen
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Canada geese
pass in the dark—
only their voices overhead

at the funeral 
she applies color 
to her bloodless lips

I
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the glint of razor wire— 
a hawk ascends 
into the sun

needing to hear his voice— 
the son
who always made too much noise
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brushing and braiding 
her long gray hair— 
his arthritic hands

;
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descending
through barren branches 
moonface

:
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insomnia again 
the welcome sound 
of sleet on glass
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